
Supplemental Material
We provide additional ablation studies regarding flame
baselines, landmark conditioning, dataset creation and
model architecture in Section A, network architecture de-
tails in Section B, metric evaluation in Section C, and addi-
tional details regarding dataset creation in Section D. For a
visual comparisons of all experiments and ablation studies,
we request readers to watch the supplemental video.

A. Additional Ablation Studies

Baselines trained on FLAME fittings of our data. We
report results on our hybrid test set with audio from Vo-
caset, Ours, and LJSpeech. We additionally train baselines
on our dataset (using FLAME fittings, as they don’t operate
on NPHM space) and show results on the same hybrid test
set in Tab. 1. Emote and EmoTalk require emotional corre-
spondences and MeshTalk is incompatible with the FLAME
topology; thus, a comparison with them is not possible. Our
method outperforms baselines on lip-sync (lowest LSE-D),
while significantly improving quality (highest FIQA/VQA).

Method LSE-D ↓ FIQA ↑ VQA ↑
FaceFormer 12.1391 38.64 0.4206
CodeTalker 11.8442 39.44 0.4218
Imitator 11.7402 37.83 0.4492
FaceDiffuser 12.7644 37.65 0.3826
Ours (Flame) 11.6839 38.53 0.4868
Ours (w/o diffusion) 11.3217 42.81 0.5469
Ours (Full) 11.2737 45.75 0.6145

Table 1. All methods, including baselines were trained on our dataset.
The baselines and Ours (Flame) were trained with FLAME fittings, and
bottom two rows with NPHM fittings. Our Flame baseline also outper-
forms other methods in lip sync and video quality. Our full model syn-
thesizes highest-quality animations (highest VQA), well-matches real face
qualities (highest FIQA), while performing better lip sync (lowest LSE-D).

Additional Conditioning. FaceTalk can also be flexibly
adapted to other temporal conditioning signals, such as face
landmarks. In Fig 1, we replace input audio with 3D face
landmarks extracted by FLAME [7], and train a landmark-
conditioned model to synthesize faithful expressions.

Expression Fitting. To evaluate the temporal consistency
of our optimized expression sequences, we report Mean Ab-
solute Error (MAE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) be-
tween adjacent frames and Lip Sync Error Distance(LSE-
D) in Tab. 2. We further visualize auto-correlation between
the neighboring frames in Fig 2. We notice that our tempo-
ral regularization helps stabilize the high-frequency jitter in
the fitted expression codes.

Model Architecture Ablations. We ablate different de-
sign choices to infuse diffusion timestamps into the model.
We experiment with design choices shown in Fig 3 to in-
fuse diffusion timestamps into the model and show results
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Figure 1. Landmark conditioned expression generation. FaceTalk
can also generate accurate expressions (bottom) conditioned on
face landmarks (middle), matching the original RGB capture (top).

Method MAE ↓ RMSE ↓ LSE-D ↓
w/o temporal loss 0.01422 0.01978 10.9221
w/ temporal loss 0.00248 0.00623 10.5478

Table 2. Expression Fitting. Our temporal huber loss helps to sta-
bilize the inter-frame jitter while effectively matching the mouth
poses with the audio signal.

Figure 2. Expression Fitting. Note that with temporal loss, the
method achieves a high correlation between neighboring frames.

corresponding to these design choices in Tab. 3. We argue
that it is critical to carefully inject diffusion timestamps into
the model to obtain high-fidelity and diverse results. Using
FiLM layers to inject diffusion timestamps outperforms the
rest of the design choices, both in producing better lip artic-
ulation as well as synthesizing much more diverse results.
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Figure 3. Architecture Design Choices to infuse diffusion timestamp into the model. (a)With Input denotes that diffusion timestamp is
simply added to the input expression codes. (b) Scale-Shift modulates the intermediate features after Self-Attention (SA), Cross Attention
(CA) and FeedForward (FF) layers of the decoder block with diffusion timestamp, via the corresponding scale and shift parameters γi, βi.
(c), (d) and (e) inject the diffusion timestamp into the decoder block with one-layer FiLM [10], Squeeze-and-Excite [5] and vanilla dot-
product attention respectively.
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Figure 4. (a) Utilizing a 2-layer MLP architecture with SiLU activation, we project the diffusion timestamp t into the latent space of our
expression decoder. The timestamp is first embedded using sinusoidal positional encoding, resulting in a d-dimensional timestamp vector
and passed through the MLP layers. (b) FiLM layers are employed to inject the processed diffusion timestamp into the model. The FiLM
MLP, featuring Mish activation followed by a linear layer, produces scale γj and shift βj parameters. These parameters modulate incoming
temporal expression features which serves as input for subsequent layers.

Our Method LSE-D ↓ Diversity ↑
Input 12.029 0.006
Scale-Shift 11.9575 0.204
SqueezeExcite [5] 11.7586 0.029
Dot Prod. Attention 12.83 2.009e-7
FiLM [10] 11.2737 0.340

Table 3. Ablation Study: Effectiveness of different components
to fuse diffusion timestamp into the model. Adding it to the in-
put produces muted mouth motion. Using Scale-Shift or Squeeze-
Excite layers can perform better lip articulation however produce
much less diverse results. Dot Product attention excessively modu-
lates the incoming features, nearly collapsing to a constant expres-
sion. Using FiLM layer not only produces better lip articulation
but can synthesize much more diverse results.

B. Architecture and Training Details
FaceTalk is implemented in the Pytorch Lightning frame-
work [4, 9]. For mesh extraction, we use Python-based
Marching Cubes library [11] and BlenderProc [2] for ren-
dering figures.

Expression Decoder. Our expression decoder consists
of a stack of four transformer-based decoder blocks with
FiLM [10] layers sandwiched between Multihead Self-
Attention, Multihead Cross-Attention and Feedforward
Layers, as shown in Fig. 3(c). We use a stacked multi-
head transformer decoder model with latent dimension of
256. For Multihead Self- and Cross-Attention layers, we
use eight heads and set the dimension to 1024 for each trans-
former decoder block. The linear projection layer at input
projects from the NPHM expression space (200-dim.) to
the latent space of our expression decoder (256-dim.), and



processes them through the stack of decoder blocks and fi-
nally use another linear layer to project the learnt expres-
sions from our latent space (256-dim.) back to NPHM ex-
pression space (200-dim).

Timestamp Embedder. To project diffusion timestamp
into the latent space of our expression decoder, we use a
2-layer MLP architecture with SiLU [3] activation. The dif-
fusion timestamp t is first embedded via sinusoidal posi-
tional embedding to create d-dimensional timestamp vector
as:

PE(t, 2i) = sin

(
t

100002i/d

)

PE(t, 2i+ 1) = cos

(
t

100002i/d

)
,

where t is the position and i is the dimension index. Next,
this is passed through the MLP layers and processed times-
tamp t̂ is obtained. This is shown in Fig 4(a).

FiLM MLP. We use FiLM layers to inject the processed
diffusion timestamp t into the the model. The FiLM MLP
consists of a Mish activation [8] followed by a linear layer.
The linear layer outputs scale γj and shift βj parameters,
which modulates the incoming temporal expression features
as: {

x′
i

}N
i=1

=

({
xi

}N
i=1

⊙ γj

)
⊕ βj , (1)

where
{
x′
i

}N
i=1

refers to the processed expression features,
which are input to the next layers. This is shown in
Fig. 4(b).

C. Metric Evaluation

Lip Synchronization To evaluate lip synchronization of the
generated mouth expressions with the audio signal, we use
LSE-D (Lip Sync Error Distance) [12]. Specifically, this
involves feeding rendered grayscale face crops and the cor-
responding audio signal into a pre-trained SyncNet [1] to
evaluate how close the acoustic signal matches the pho-
netic movements. The facial movements are encoded as
grayscale crops of only the facial region, and the audio sig-
nal is represented as MFCC power spectrum. These are then
passed into the pretrained SyncNet backbone [1] and the
pairwise distance is evaluated, as shown in Fig. 5.

Diversity. To calculate the visual fidelity, we report the
standard GAN metrics KID and FID on the grayscale mouth
region crops for all the methods, however, it cannot fully
capture how diverse the generated expressions are for a
given audio signal. We, thus, evaluate the diversity score
D in the latent expression space of NPHM model. For
the diversity, we measure how much the generated expres-
sion codes diversify for the same audio input. Given a set
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Figure 5. The grayscale image crops are passed to the pretrained
Syncnet image backbone to extract image features, and audio fea-
tures, represented as MFCC power spectrum, are extracted via pre-
trained Syncnet audio backbone. Finally, the pairwise distance
between image and audio features are calculated to compute lip
synchronization.

S = {S1, S2, ...SK} of generated expression codes (gener-
ated from different random noises) for the same audio sig-
nal, we calculate the pairwise distance within each set over
the entire test dataset as:

D =
1

|N | × |K|

N∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

K∑
l=1,l ̸=j

∥ei,j − ei,l∥2, (2)

where |N | refers to the number of audio signals in the test
set. |K| refers to the number of generated expression codes
for the same audio signal, and e refers to the synthesized
expression codes.
User Study. To evaluate the fidelity based on human per-
ceptual evaluation, we performed a user study with 40 par-
ticipants. The users were given a carefully crafted set of
instructions to evaluate (a) Overall Animation Quality (b)
Lip Synchronization and (c) Realism in Facial Movements.
The users were asked to assess eight different anonymous
methods (including FaceTalk), shown in Fig 6 on these three
parameters.

In the course of the study, participants were presented
with these questions to focus on different aspects of 3D fa-
cial animation, shown in Fig 7. For every question, partici-
pants were instructed to meticulously evaluate the provided
methods and select the option that best aligned with their
judgment. For the first question evaluating overall qual-
ity, participants were instructed to consider factors such
as visual appeal, clarity, and general impression, and to
choose the method number that they believed demonstrates
the highest overall quality. Moving on to the second ques-



Figure 6. Different methods shown to the users during perceptual evaluation. Method names were anonymized to avoid bias towards a
particular method.

Figure 7. Questions asked during the user study to assess the qual-
ity of different methods. Users were asked to select one of the
eight methods for each of the three questions based on which one
they believe exhibits best results.

tion, participants were directed to evaluate the lip synchro-
nization of each 3D facial animation method. They were
prompted to pay close attention to how well the lip move-
ments aligned with the spoken words or sounds. Partici-
pants were reminded to select only one option that, in their
judgment, exhibited the best lip synchronization. Lastly,
the third question honed in on evaluating the realistic facial
movement of each 3D facial animation method. Participants

were instructed to consider the naturalness and persuasive-
ness of facial expressions and movements and to choose
the method number that, in their opinion, demonstrates the
most realistic facial movement. Again, participants were
reminded to select only one option per question throughout
the study.

D. Dataset Creation
In the work, we leverage the Nersemble dataset [6] to create
the paired audio-NPHM expression dataset. The Nersemble
dataset consists of multi-view recordings of people speak-
ing with corresponding audio, for identities present in the
shape space of NPHM model. The full dataset creation pro-
cess is explained in the following steps.

Backprojection. Given the multi-view frames and camera
calibrations from Nersemble dataset, using the estimated
depth and normals, we first backproject them to 3D to ob-
tain 3D points and 3D landmarks. A depth mask based on
valid depth values (between 0 and 1.4) is used during the
process. To include only the valid pixels from the estimated
depth map, we use 2D facial segmentation masks to include
points only for the facial area. The valid depth values and
corresponding screen coordinates are extracted based on the
depth mask. Screen coordinates are converted to canonical
camera coordinates and then to camera coordinates. The
resulting camera coordinates are then transformed to world
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Figure 8. Given a set of multi-view images, we first use COLMAP to estimate depth maps, and backproject these to 3D space only for the
pixels corresponding to facial area by leveraging facial segmentation mask. These steps are performed for all the frames in the sequence.

coordinates using the extrinsic parameters. Normal vectors
are extracted based on the depth mask and transformed to
world coordinates using the rotation part of the extrinsic pa-
rameters. This is shown in Fig 8.

Flame Fitting. Next, we align the Flame template mesh [7]
to the 3D landmarks obtained above from multi-view data.
We compute the rigid transformation [Rrigid, trigid] be-
tween the FLAME template landmarks and the valid multi-
view landmarks. Outliers are filtered based on the Eu-
clidean distance between the transformed FLAME template
landmarks and the original multi-view landmarks. A thresh-
old of 0.020 is used to determine valid points. After filtering
outliers, a similarity transformation is recomputed to obtain
the transformation scale factor, rotation matrix, and transla-
tion vector as [ssim, Rsim, tsim].

Initializing Flame parameters F = [s,R, t, θshape, θexp]
with [ssim, Rsim, tsim] obtained above and zero vectors for
shape θshape and expression blendshapes θexp, we optimize
flame parameters F for entire sequence using an Adam op-
timizer for 2500 steps, with overall loss Ltotal.

We use several geometric and temporal regularizers to
obtain accurate flame fittings. Specifically, Llmk measures
residuals between predicted flame landmarks Lflame ∈
R68×3 and input landmarks from multi-view stereo Lmv ∈
R68×3, normalized over all frames N of the sequence as:

Llmk =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∥∥Li
flame − Li

mv

∥∥
1

(3)

We use different weights for different regions (jaw, eye,
mouth). We also use geometric loss Lgeo between predicted
Flame vertices Vflame ∈ R5023×3 and backprojected 3D
points Pmv ∈ RK×3, considering both point-to-point and
point-to-plane distances. The point-to-point distance is de-

fined as:

Lpoint =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∥∥V i
flame − P i

mvmatch

∥∥
1
, (4)

and point-to-plane distance is defined as:

Lplane =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∥∥V i
flame − P i

mvmatch
·N i

mvmatch

∥∥
1
, (5)

where V i
flame ∈ R5023×3 refers to the predicted Flame

vertices for the ith frame, P i
mvmatch

∈ R5023×3 and
N i

mvmatch
∈ R5023×3 refer to the points and correspond-

ing normals closest to V i
flame. The geometric loss Lgeo is

defined as:

Lgeo = 0.1.Lpoint + 0.9.Lplane. (6)

Next, we employ parameter regularization to penalize large
values of shape, expression, and rigid transformation pa-
rameters.

Lreg
shape = ∥θshape∥2 (7)

Lreg
exp =

1

N

N∑
i=1

∥θiexp∥2 (8)

Lreg
rigid =

1

N

N∑
i=1

(
∥Ri∥2
2π

+ ∥ti∥2 + ∥si∥2

)
. (9)

The overall regularization Lreg is then defined as:

Lreg = Lreg
shape + Lreg

exp + Lreg
rigid. (10)

Finally, we leverage smoothness loss Lsmooth to penalize
changes in expression and rigid transformations between



consecutive frames:

Lsmooth
exp =

1

N

N∑
i=2

∥θiexp − θi−1
exp∥2 (11)

Lsmooth
rigid =

1

N

N∑
i=2

(
∥Ri −Ri−1∥2

2π
+ ∥ti − ti−1∥2

)
.

(12)
The total optimization loss is then defined as:

Ltotal = λlmkLlmk + λgeoLgeo + λregLreg

+ λsmoothLsmooth. (13)

Audio Processing The audio captured by the Nersemble
dataset contains a lot of background noise and speaking vol-
ume of the person is very low. We first amplify the audio
signal by increasing it by 20 dB (deciBels), however this
adds a lot of white noise to the audio signal. We then pro-
cess the audio signal to remove this added noise by using
the NoiseReduce library [13].
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